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Behavioural Change in Tourist Air Travellers 

T I Blackwood 
International air travel has been increasing exponentially for a decade helped with the advent of budget airlines and 
the opening of new routes. Many more people have been flying and for most vacationers it is an integral part of the 
holiday. A size-able proportion remain fearful of air transportation however and others who have flight phobias 
refuse to contemplate travel in an aircraft.1 Although concerns about aeroplane mechanical failure do not 
predominate as in the early days of aircraft travel, recent events enhance and support concerns about this mode of 
transportation. The financial recession in the west has brought the demise of several airlines with others struggling to 
maintain services. Enforced economies bring decline in customer care and less air-line willingness to address 
passenger's legitimate anxieties regarding airport congestion, luggage loss, flight delays, cancellations and rerouting. 
 
The last year has been made difficult for operators with volcanic ash, blizzards, heavy snow ,staff strikes and terrorism 
adding to their woes. Flying across the world was once the prerogative of the few and viewed as a great adventure by 
those who could afford it. Cheaper mass air movement brought the travel mode within the reach of all. Air travel is 
however still regarded as the most dangerous and anxiety provoking travel option by the general public.2 

 
Flight anxiety is an emotional state of worry triggered by an appreciation of risks usually disproportionate to the 
actual risks involved in air travel.1 However the national media reporting of travellers marooned for days in airports in 
Europe has altered public perception of risk with air transportation. Loss of luggage, cancellation of flights, rerouting 
has brought anxieties about this transportation mode more proportionate to the risk of an unwanted event occurring 
to the traveller. As the risk of mechanical air failure has waned the likelihood of psychological trauma with air travel 
has increased markedly. Delays, prolonged waits in air line lounges, queues in airports and uncertainty of arrival and 
departure, impact on public psyche. People are reacting by changes in behaviour now recognised by the transport 
industry. 

Young and novice travellers driven by financial constraints, the desire to travel the world, without experience of 
anxiety provoking air travel and possibly more resilient to stress and delay, still tolerate the venture into the skies. 
Their seniors and older people in particular are taking up alternative options which are now affecting the travel scene. 
Flight anxieties are a common phenomena previously observed in 10 to 40 per cent of air travellers depending on the 
pre-flight and in-flight situation. This proportion must have increased with the deleterious change in the pre-flight 
experience and terrorist events on aircraft.3 The latter starts with home departure affected by adverse road/rail 
conditions prevalent this past winter. 

 

 
 
 
Stress mounts incrementally with progression through security, which is now a major source of psychological 
disturbance for passengers. There is invasion of individual privacy with potential embarrassment with the luggage 
search, enforced taking off of shoes, belts and body frisking. The authoritarian demands of security staff are 



 
 

objectionable and the process is an unwelcome reminder that the aeroplane may be blown out of the sky. Restriction 
on hand lug-gage is another minor but additive irritant for most travellers adding to the increasing frustration and 
angst engendered by passage to the aeroplane. The whole unfortunate process resembles sheep being herded 
passively and powerlessly from freedom to the abbatoir. The passenger has been reduced to a mere seat number in 
an uncaring bureaucratic process. Communication failure is a further tension causing feature when the system 
collapses under overload. The whole procedure is annoying, diminishing and demeaning . Added to the inevitable 
flights delays and failures, continued frustration brings increasing stress ,tension and aberrant behaviour in the 
airport or in the air. 
 
Coping stategies are being developed in passengers who are however limited in potential adaptation manoeuvres. 
Weight restrictions limit food, drink and pastimes to be taken airside to ameliorate prolonged waiting and make is 
almost impossible to prepare for a night or two spent on a departure lounge floor. 
 
Maladaptation results in aggressive behaviour and resultant increase in reported police intervention at major 
airports. Many are now adopting the classical response to potential stressful situations - avoidance. 
 
They are seeking alternative means of reaching destinations. As an island nation with air travel the obvious fast 
means of transit this is not too easy, but route changes are occurring. Long distance train companies report increased 
business with more well used and more trains. Ferry companies to the continent are attracting more travellers. This 
may be partly due to income restraints due to the financial recession, but there are changes in cruise shipping which 
have been driven by affluent passenger demand. The cruise lines diligently survey regular and potential passengers 
and they report an increasing demand for UK port to port cruises. These had been driven from the scene by the 
arrival of fly cruising 20 years but they are regaining popularity. 
 
Out of the school vacation season, "cruisers" are predominantly elderly people with time on their hands. They are 
less resilient to change than the young and cope less well to stress. The hassle, nuisance, dis-comfort and mental 
anguish engendered by air port transition disturbs them considerably. In the 48 hours before a cruise ends 
dominant topic for discussion in their ranks is the air return home. All have suffered prolonged delays, rerouting 
and transit discomfiture in their experience and all dread a repeated incident. Now they are voting with their feet 
and booking up for sail-aways direct to and from Britain to avoid the air travel component of their vacation. Years 
ago only a handful of ships served this market but most of the dominant cruise lines are now offering these "stress 
free" routes to a maritime vacation. Train companies are also marketing services direct to the ports. Trans Atlantic 
crossings, once shunned, are being accepted, with the recognition that 4 days stress free ship travel is an excellent 
alternative to the drudgery and uncertainty of air transit. Geological, climate change, terror-ist events and 
bureaucratic and systems failure have brought behavioural change in passengers. With faster train services the 
change is likely to be permanent, and one that the airlines may ignore to their peril. A loss of passengers may 
finally force then into a belated recognition that airport transit and air travel should be designed to be pleasant 
experience and not the stressful dreaded event perceived by many of the public. 

Coping strategies for stressed air travellers 
• Use alternative transport when practicable. 
• Be prepared for cancellations and rerouting. Research alternative flights and transportation before flying. 
• Book into airline courtesy lounges when in transit. 
• Seek overnight airport hotel accommodation before an early flight. 
• Assume delay and take books, games, emergency food, water, ground sheet and inflateable pillow. 
• Avoid air travel in the winter and the public holiday season. 
• Stop travelling by air! 
• Choose direct flights, upgrade seating if possible. 

T.I. Blackwood is a former nurse and travel clinic organiser. 
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